
Previously on E&I…
An primer on Marketing Plans



A quick recap of Class 9

 A Marketing Plan is just a comprehensive list of the things you need to do to gain and keep
customers

 It’s action oriented, short, measurable, perishable, and specific.

 Describes a way of engaging with the market.

 It comprises six components

 A diagnose

 A goal

 The Strategy

 Sub-goals, leads, prospects, tactics

 Measurement actions

 A budget

 The Strategy

 4Ps (Price, Product, Place, Promotion)

 USP (Unique Selling Proposition)



Homework time!

 Your only homework now is to stun the judges with your projects!

 Feria del emprendimiento (May 16)

 Some useful links about marketing plans and funding models in the website

 It’s crunch time!

 Friday May 12, 18:00 pm at room SA027-P601.

 Be there ready to present, offer great feedback

 Remember: up to 0.5 points over the final grade at stake!
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Playtime!



Why did we do this?

 To show you that the CANVAS model is simply one way to structure your

Business Plan

 Moreover, you already have all the pieces

 Even if we called them differently

 And this applies to other BP models as well.

 Have fun and earn some, much needed classwork points



Why is the CANVAS model so popular?

 It is intuitive, visual and simple to understand

 Requires no prior knowledge on entrepreneurship

 Can be applied literally to any type of venture

 Established or new

 I mean it, literally anything.

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/79/8c/35/798c35a20ed56c2c7cd7c17f6706146a.jpg
http://crecerconexito.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Canvas-Santa.jpg


Then, why am I showing it to you just

now?

 It’s only one way out of many you have at your disposal

 You can adopt it now if you like it, with very little cost

 It fosters a tendency to confuse the tool with the outcome

 Ticking boxes is alright, but simply a means to make sure that you…

 … generate value for the customers, thus…

 that you have found an innovative business opportunity!



Let’s quickly look at the elements of the

Business Model CANVAS (Osterwalder 2008)

 Value Proposition

 Customer Segments

 Channels

 Customer Relationships

 Key Activities

 Key Resources

 Key Partners

 Cost Structure

 Revenue Stream



Value Proposition

 You have identified some needs or problems

 Which specific aspects you solve.

 Why do they buy from us?

 Why are we the best alternative?

 A short list, each linked to a persona.





Customer Segments

 Whose problem are we solving?

 A list of segments or personas (we called them profiles)

 Each segment has a dimension and composition

 Size…

 Demographic and psychographic characteristics…





Channels

 How we reach each customer segment, in terms of

 Sales

 Promotion

 Service

 We included these in the Marketing Plan





Customer Relationships

 The specific actions we execute to make sure each customer segment obtains

the value promised

 We included this in the tactics part of the Marketing Plan

 Hot, Warm, Cold Prospects

 Leads





Revenue Streams

 What each costumer segment gives you in exchange for the VP

 We included this in the demand/revenue part of the budget

 Is it “easy” to figure this out before you execute a market research stage?





Key Activities

 How the product is built (technology, processes, workers, etc.)

 Part of the business infrastructure

 We included this in the cost section of the budget





Key Resources

 The ingredients needed to build or provide the good

 A list of assests linked to each key activity

 We included this in the cost section of the budget. 





Key Partnerships

 The internal and external actors who help us build the product

 We included this in

 The market research section (non-competitors, suppliers, allies, etc.)

 The marketing plan (sales force, services, etc.)





Cost Structure

 A translation of the infrastructure in monetary terms

 Precisely how we defined the budget

 Scale and production size?

 A market research is necessary beforehand.

 You hit the ground running or what?

 Pilot launch!





That’s all folks!
You now have a fully articulated business model CANVAS.





Classwork!

 Arrange your project’s business plan following the CANVAS model

 This might come handy: CANVAS sketching App.

 Some other tools, too.

 You have 30 minutes or less.

https://strategyzer.com/app
http://jrodriguez6.weebly.com/entrepreneurship-and-innovation-01-2017.html


Time to take a breather
See you in 15 minutes.
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So what is this “validation” thing all

about?

 It’s nothing more tan a reality check to make sure

 You are not crazy

 About to be bankrupt

 Go to jail

 All of the above.



So what is this “validation” thing all

about?

 Folksy wisdom…

 A BP does not survive the first contact with the customer

 You can write anything on paper

 In theory, even Communism works

 A reality check is evidently necessary

 Well-sourced data

 Expert opinion

 Customers’ input

 Evaluators’ vitriol, etc.



What does validation really stand for?

 It’s a process

 Takes place at several moments through the project’s development

 Unlike Osterwalder, I discourage waiting until the whole board is complete

 We waste time

 Loose analytical power

 Inertia sets in

 Misconstrued as just another “task” to complete.



Why do we need to validate our BP?

 Not to run on intuitions or hypoteticals

 Does the problem really exist? Is it relevant?

 Are we solving it at all? Optimally? Are there alternatives?

 Are there potential customers out there?

 Sound the market off

 Is the demand large enough? Sustainable?

 Willingnnes to pay? Incentives to use?

 Copycats can be fended-off successfully? What’s our competitive advantage?



Why do we need to validate our BP?

 Learn: Become an expert

 Is it doable? When? At what cost? How?

 Innovativeness?

 Slowly get your hands dirty

 How and at what cost can it be built?

 Where and how to reach your customers?

 Avoid wasteful conducts at large

 Time, money, your life…

 It is essential to answer all of these questions with hard, primary-sourced data.



This sounds wonderful, when and 

how can we start?
You’ve already been doing it!



When and how to validate a BP?

 When the problem is stated and a solution proposed

 Interviews with a few of each type of customer

 Interviews with (technical) experts

 Interviews with established players in the field

 This is the earliest stage of the validation process

 Somewhat overlaps with the Primary Market Research



When and how to validate a BP?

 When the VP is formulated

 FG-it using the matrix to rate the core attributes in terms of 

 Uniqueness

 Attractiveness

 It could be seen as a part of the co-creation process for a VP



When and how to validate a BP?

 When the product is completed as a conceptual prototype

 Run larger-scale assays (surveys)

 Let customers mess with the idea

 This stage overlaps with the demand estimation

 Although feedback on the prototype’s design and VP can also be obtained.



When and how to validate a BP?

 When developing the budget

 Ellaborate comprehensive resources list:

 Financial, technical, human, know-how, etc.

 Quantify them.

 This stage overlaps with the feasibility and risk analyses

 NPV

 IRR

 Revenue > Costs



When and how to validate a BP?

 At the time a beta test or pilot run is launched

 Any short-run, limited-scale implementation

 It is evaluated at the end of the timeline established for it.

 Feedback is diverse at this stage but should be mostly related to usability

 Otherwise, interviews and focus groups can be revelatory

 Something went amiss in the preceding validation stages

 A major pivot might be in order.



When and how to validate a BP?

 Finally during the large-scale implementation

 At the earliest, major milestone for the marketing plan (and/or other

relevant point)

 Feedback is related to the business performance more than the product’s

attributes at this point.

 The market engagement technique can be revised.

 Quality, experiences, post-sale support, become issues.



When to validate a BP?

1. Problem identification

2. VP Formulation

3. Mimimun viable produt is created

4. Market research (Customers)

5. Feasability analysis (Budget)

6. Pilot run

7. Continuous performance reviews



But what if we fail to validate?

 You won’t ever come through unscathed

 After each validation point is completed, you either

 Tweak

 Course correct

 Perform a major change (whithin the bounds of the current core features)

 Go back to the drawing board (pivot)

 Scrap the idea ().



The validation team and resources

 Who participates? 

 The relevant team members

 All types of customers (directly or otherwise)

 Other actors

 How many people get involved?

 Depends on the project, its scale and “age”.

 Usually the number of people increases with time, until full-scale is reached

 From 3 interviews to becoming a recurrent task (quality, management, engineers)



Hold on, I’ve seen these before and I…



What is a Validation Board?

 A tool

 Tracks all the “pivots” and the lifecycle of the idea

 Implements a section to “experiment”

 Filter the riskiest and critical hypothesis to test them out

 Records all the results

 Positive and negative hypotheses

 It’ll get you exactly to the same point

 Not that transparent or intuitive

 A memory device to go back in time, if that.

https://www.leanstartupmachine.com/validationboard/


Wait a second, what’s that Minimum

Viable Product?

 The least you could sell, who you could sell it to, and how.

 Your VP (+ prototype)

 Main customer segment

 Targeted promotion and distribution efforts

 In terms of the CANVAS

 VP

 Customers

 Channels

 Relationships



Classwork!

 Write down your project’s MVP.

 We’ll learn how to validate it next class

 Prototype testing essentials.



How do we show we actually validated

the project?

 Not a homework, something you do it to know you’re on the right direction.

 Like using a map, it is the destination that matters.

 For evaluation purposes:

 In the brief include a section saying: “We followed a 5-stage validation process, which
ran in parallel to the project development. First, the VP was validated through a FG 
where 67% of the subjects reckoned the problem was important and unsolved. Second, 
an interview with customers/experts revealed the solution was not feasible, thus we
pivoted. (…) Fourth, a survey was conducted with 130 subjects, where we found that a 
25% market participation was a reachable objetive for the product’s introduction. (…) 
Finally, we will continue to evaluate the project by running a brand positioning study at 
the sixth month of operation, as indicated in the marketing plan.”

 Prepare a slide with the 7 stages as bulletpoints, to show it only if you are 
demanded to.



Thanks for your attention!
Don’t forget the homework and see you next class.


